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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Project Passport LLC terms and conditions are in conjunction with all guidelines provided on the website 
and all other documentation that traveler has been and will be provided. Please visit www.project-

passport.com for complete details. Please initial all pages and additional sections requested and sign and 

date where required.  

This document is to be signed and returned within 48 hours of receipt. 

AGE REQUIREMENTS  

All travelers must be at least 21 years of age by the date of travel. This applies to ALL travel experiences. 

Special considerations may be made on a case-by-case approval by company. Drinking laws are to be 

adhered to relative to travel destination. 

PASSPORTS & VISAS  

Travelers are responsible for having a passport valid for at least 6 months past their departure date from 

travel destination. Some travel experiences may require a visa as well, hence the traveler should make 

proper arrangements to obtain one. If traveler is not a U.S. citizen, they should check with their home 

country consulate for any travel requirements in regards to their passport or visa. Travelers who enter, 

leave, and then re-enter the same country on their itinerary may require a double-entry visa; this 

information should be reviewed prior to travel. If requested, Project Passport LLC will provide assistance 

in finding passport issuing locations in traveler’s area. If a visa is required, please ensure there are pages 

in one’s passport available.   

PAYMENT DEADLINES  

Initial Deposit: Deposits are 20% of the total cost of the trip. For example, a $1,000 trip requires a $200 

deposit at time of booking. Deposits are refundable if trip is cancelled within 3 days of purchase. On the 

start of the 4th day, the deposit is no longer refundable. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS 

Travel Protection (Insurance): It is recommended that travelers purchase travel booking insurance if they 

are unsure of trip cancellation possibilities. Travelers should research their own private travel insurance 

options. Travel health insurance should be purchased privately as well if the traveler chooses to do so. 

Cancellation & Cancellation Fees: There are no refunds permitted for cancellations within 120 days 

of travel. If traveler cancels prior to 120 days of travel, and they have paid in full with NO payment plan, 

they may receive a refund for the full payment made except the deposit. Once traveler has cancelled, they 

may not reinstate their trip unless it is immediately paid in full.  

Payment Plan: The payment plan is optional and has separate cancellation policies so please read the 

following information carefully. For the 2-payment plan, the payments owed will be 2 payments of the 

remaining balance (after the deposit is paid) split in half. The first payment is due by 150 days until 

travel. Failure to pay will result in a 10 day grace period and subsequent cancellation with no deposit 
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refund after the 10th day. If trip is cancelled before the first payment is due (and the 3-day deposit refund 

period has passed), then traveler will NOT receive a refund on the deposit but traveler will be released 

from the plan responsibilities and removed from the trip. If traveler cancels after first payment has been 

made, then they will receive refund on that payment however they will NOT receive a refund on the 

deposit if the 3-day deposit refund period has passed. The final payment is due by 120 days until travel. 

ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE PRIOR TO 120 DAYS UNTIL TRAVEL DEPARTURE 

DATE OR TRAVELER WILL BE SUBJECT TO CANCELLATION WITHOUT A REFUND OF 

ANY PAID MONIES. 

BOOKING POLICIES 

Booking Security: Full trip payments are due by 120 days prior to travel. If trip is not paid in full by 120 

days prior to travel, traveler will be dropped from the reservation and no refund will be issued. This 

Terms and Conditions document must be signed and submitted within 48 hours of receipt for reservation 

to be secured. Traveler will lose trip slot without Terms and Conditions agreement submission. 

Booking Close: Project Passport LLC trips have limits on the number of people who can attend. The trip 

will close if the booking cap has been reached or if the trip is at 150 days until travel, whichever occurs 

first. Limited exceptions will be made past the 150-day mark or booking cap. Do not miss out! Please 

plan accordingly.  

Price Changes: Prices are subject to increase as travel dates approach to reflect market rates. If you 

booked and paid at a certain rate, you are not required to pay the new rate. New travel reservations made 

after a rate change must adhere to the new rate.  

Technicality Address: As trips will be closed at the 150-day mark. Any reservations made at or after the 

150-day mark have no deposit refund policy. The 3-day deposit refund policy is void at this time and 

they are expected to make all payments due at that time.  

Reservation Changes: No changes should be made to reservations within 120 days of travel. This 

includes *name changes, meal changes, and any other adjustment (excursion changes are excluded from 

this section and please see details in excursions section)* A payment penalty of 10% of the trip cost will 

be charged if unpermitted changes occur within 120 days of travel. Please alert Project Passport LLC with 

any changes accordingly. 

Project Passport LLC Respect Policy: Project Passport LLC has the right to cancel the entire reservation 

of any individual prior to or during travel due to violated conduct policies and there will be no refunds 

issued. The nature of this type of cancellation ranges from disrespectful behavior to other travelers, 

irresponsible intoxication, disruption of the group experience, and any other behavior deemed 

inappropriate by the Project Passport LLC staff. No discrimination, racism, or prejudice of any kind will 

be tolerated.  

Project Passport LLC Cancellation/Reschedule: While highly unlikely, if Project Passport LLC has to 

cancel/reschedule a trip outside of the aforementioned reasons in the above section, all travelers will be 

eligible to receive refunds on entire trip. If traveler is unable to make the rescheduled dates, they may 
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request a full refund. Situations leading to a company cancellation/rescheduling may include dangerous 

weather conditions or unsafe political and/or national security conditions in destination country. Project 

Passport LLC has the right to cancel/reschedule trips if situations are deemed unsafe for travelers. 

Travelers also have the option to apply monies paid to a future trip instead. 

Flight Reservations: Traveler is responsible for booking respective flights to provided travel destination 

airport at least 30 days prior to travel. Traveler is to send Project Passport LLC flight booking information 

at least 30 days prior to travel. Arrival and departure time windows will be provided to travelers. Traveler 

has sole responsibility to manage their flight situation and they will determine if they need to purchased 

flight cancellation insurance. 

 

TRAVELER ACTIVITIES 

 

Group Sharing and Discussions: Project Passport LLC was built on the principals of reflection and cross-

cultural understanding. It is pertinent that our experience discussions represent a “safe space” for all 

travelers without fear of privacy disregard. It is expected that all travelers respect opinions, thoughts, and 

views of one another and that there is no shaming or harassment. This is a key stone of our experience 

and we want to foster relationships in an organic way with interesting discussions and experiences so 

please be mindful. 

 
Challenges and Excursions: Project Passport LLC will be hosting challenges throughout travel 

experiences whether physical and/or mental. Some of the challenges will be incorporated with excursions 

while others will be separate activities. Project Passport LLC is not responsible for injury, accident, or 

death on these excursions. Travelers may have to sign waivers at excursion site for the excursion host. If a 

traveler cannot physically participate in an excursion, please make Project Passport LLC staff aware at 

least 30 days prior to travel.   

 

ADDITIONAL POLICIES 

 

Liabilities: Project Passport LLC is not liable for any incidentals involving food, transportation, 

accommodations, or any other aspect of the travel experience. Travelers should purchase their own travel 

insurance at their own discretion. All retreat factors are at traveler’s own risk. 

  

Travel Documents and Surveys: Details of travel experience (itinerary and additional supporting 

documents) will be sent via email around 45 days prior to the travel date. The basic itinerary provided on 

website is subject to change, therefore the one emailed is most accurate. The itinerary itself is subject to 

change and adjust in response to weather conditions or other urgent circumstances. Additional postcards, 

Project Passport LLC gear and materials will be mailed prior to and within 90 days of travel. Traveler 

surveys will be sent prior to and after the travel experience; the first survey is mandatory and should be 

completed within 7 days of receipt while the second is optional, but highly recommended to improve our 

experiences. 

 

Photography and Video: Project Passport LLC will document all experiences for future traveler review. 

Participating in the Project Passport LLC experience permits our use of any photography or videography 

obtained during travel and prior to travel (if applicable) to be used for future marketing endeavors and 

website gallery.  
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TRAVELER AGREEMENT 

 

Please review and initial each section below to represent your understanding of the above terms and the 

terms below. The terms apply to ALL travelers:  

 

          I understand that my names provided will match EXACTLY the full name(s) as listed in my 

passport, including middle name(s) or initial(s), or as listed on government-issued ID for traveling within 

the USA. Incorrect information may result in cancellation. 

 

 

          I am responsible for obtaining the correct travel documents required (passport, visa, government 

identification) for travel location(s). I understand passports must be valid for at least 6 months beyond the 

destination departure date.  

 

 

           I understand that Project Passport LLC is not responsible for penalties incurred for international or 

domestic flights due to changes or cancellations. Traveler should look into purchasing appropriate flight 

insurance policies if needed. Traveler is required to send Project Passport LLC flight information by 30 

days prior to travel. 

 

 

          I understand all payment policies in regards to deposits, refunds, and transactions. 

 

 

          I understand that Project Passport LLC is not responsible for incidentals resulting in physical harm 

or death during excursions or any portion of the travel experience. I have been made aware of the option 

to purchase travel health insurance. I understand that if I have health or allergy concerns, I must decide if 

I need to opt out of foods, experiences or excursions. I must let Project Passport LLC staff know at least 

30 days prior to any travel.  

 

 

          I agree to uphold Project Passport LLC’s Traveler Respect Policy and I understand that my trip will 

be cancelled, or I will be penalized if terms are violated. 

 

 

          I certify that I am at least 21 years of age by the date of travel or I have received specialized 

approval by the company. 

 

 

            I have read the Terms & Conditions, and I agree that my payment and subsequent acceptance of 

my travel documents constitutes my acceptance, and the acceptance of my Project Passport LLC 

participation, of those Terms & Conditions.  
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Upon receipt of this signed document, booking will be confirmed and you will be officially part of your 

Project Passport LLC travel destination family! We look forward to traveling with you!  

I have read and understand all terms and conditions above and all additional rules and regulations that 

may be reviewed at www.project-passport.com. My deposit payment and signature below establish 

acceptance of the terms aforementioned.  

 

___________________________________________  

Traveler Name (Please print)  

 

___________________________________________  

Traveler Signature  

 

____________________________________________  

Traveler Signature Date  
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